I. INTRODUCTION
Atomic cluster beams are being explored for an increasing number of applications. 1 Understanding of the cluster collision dynamics that leads to the variety of observed structures on cluster impact with a substrate is needed to develop the applications further and to find new ways to process surfaces. Among the most important materials processed by cluster beams is silicon. A silicon wafer has a thin layer of native ͑natural͒ silicon oxide on its surface if it has been exposed to air under ambient conditions. Alternatively, the oxide layer can be intentionally grown using thermal oxidation or deposition techniques. Regardless of its origin, the oxide layer affects the results of ion or cluster beam processing, for example, the resulting dopant profile is different depending on whether the oxide layer is present or not. 2 Therefore, the application of cluster beams for surface smoothing, doping, and etching of silicon requires knowledge of the dynamics of cluster impact when the native oxide layer is present.
The aim of this work is to understand the formation of surface craters induced by cluster impact through the native oxide layer on a silicon wafer. There is experimental evidence for the existence of both complex crater structures consisting of a central hillock with a surrounding rim and just simple hillocks. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] On the other hand, there are a number of experimental results showing the formation of simple craters on the impact of large ͑hundreds or thousands of atoms͒ clusters. [8] [9] [10] Formation of the simple craters in pure crystalline silicon is also very well simulated using molecular dynamics. 8, 11, 12 However, one should note that the diameters of the complex structures are considerably larger than the typical simple crater diameters and cannot be explained by referring only to the cratering ͑excavation͒ mechanisms.
The above-mentioned agreement between the experimental and the simulated results indicates that the simulation models are good approximations for the real cluster collision dynamics in many cases. 10, 12, 13 However, it might be necessary to include in the simulations an oxide layer for certain cluster-surface impact conditions in order to understand its effect on the formation of the complex craters and hillocks. The interatomic potential model should be able to describe reasonably well both c-Si, a-Si, a-SiO 2 , and the interface between silicon and silica. In this work, we apply a silica model which is based on the well known Stillinger-Weber interatomic potential 14, 15 for silicon and can be used to simulate the various silicon and silica structures.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The experimental methods are briefly reviewed in Sec. II, and the simulation methods are described in Sec. III. Both experimental and simulated results are discussed in Sec. IV. In Sec. V, we show that the displacement of the silica layer observed in the simulations is the most probable reason for the experimentally observed complex crater formation.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The experimental setup is described in detail in Refs. 15 and 16. Here, we summarize only the features that are rel-evant from the point of view of the results presented in this paper.
Argon cluster ion implantation with keV energies was carried out for nonsputtered ͑with the oxide layer͒ and sputtered ͑without the oxide layer͒ Si͑111͒ in ultrahigh vacuum of ͑1-2͒ ϫ 10 −9 Torr. The native oxide layer thickness was found to be 2 -3 nm using transmission electron microscopy. A commercial Ar + ion gun AG5000 ͑Vacuum Generators͒ with an ion energy of 1 keV was used for in situ sputtering of the target. The sputtering time was 10 min, providing the sputtering of approximately 10 nm thick layer, i.e., complete removal of the native oxide layer. After cluster implantation, the samples were first moved to lower vacuum of 10 −7 Torr for about 30 min, where the oxidation can start, and then to the ambient atmosphere for the measurement. The surfaces were analyzed by a scanning probe microscope Ntegra ͑NT-MDT͒ in atomic force microscopy ͑AFM͒ tapping mode. Silicon cantilevers with ultrasharp diamondlike carbon tips ͑curvature radius of 1 -3 nm͒ were used. Exposure of the implanted samples to low vacuum and especially to the ambient atmosphere prior to the AFM measurements leads to the renewal of a native oxide layer on the surface. This effect can be considerable, because the total exposure time varied from 40 min to a few hours for some samples. The oxidation is further discussed in Sec. V where we compare the simulations to the AFM results.
III. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS
The simulations were carried out using classical molecular dynamics ͑MD͒. The simulation arrangements and their suitability for cluster and ion bombardment simulations are discussed in Refs. [17] [18] [19] [20] . Here, we summarize the features which are essential from the point of view of this study.
The interaction model used in the simulations is described in Ref. 21 . The model is based on the Stillinger-Weber potential for silicon. 14 We chose this model because it provides reasonable descriptions for both amorphous silica and silicon. Another reason was that the model is designed to reproduce the structure of compressively strained silica, which is an important property in the present study. In addition to the silica potential, a short-range repulsive potential 22 was smoothly joined to the silica and silicon potentials to prevent high-energy atoms moving too close to each other. Electronic stopping was applied as a nonlocal frictional force to all atoms having a kinetic energy larger than 10 eV. [22] [23] [24] The Stillinger-Weber potential 14, 15 was used in the simulations where no silica layer was present.
The bulk silica structure used for the nonlayered a-SiO 2 target was built by copying a 3 ϫ 3 ϫ 3 nm 3 cube that was first optimized with the Wooten-Winer-Weaire ͑WWW͒ algorithm 25,26 using a Keating potential 25, 27 to have an ideal amorphous structure, and then relaxed with the silica potential used in the actual simulations. 21 The layered SiO 2 / Si͑111͒ structures were produced by combining an amorphous SiO 2 film and a Si͑111͒ bulk structure and then letting the combined structure relax at the ambient temperature ͑300 K͒. The amorphous silica film was created from a quartz crystal by first melting it and then annealing it from 4500 to 300 K in three phases. The combined structure was then relaxed at 300 K that was the ambient temperature in the simulations. This method produces a randomly ordered amorphous silica layer that forms a sharp interface with the supporting Si crystal. The WWW method was not used to create the oxide layer because of the risk of appearance of artificial topographical features in the silica film, if it was built of several identical WWW-optimized blocks. In the layered structures, the thickness of the silica layer was 2 nm, which is approximately the same as the thickness of the native oxide layer in the experiments.
Both the annealed and the WWW-optimized silica structures consist of SiO 4 tetrahedra where the Si-O bond length and O-Si-O angle distributions agree well with the experimental distributions. The average Si-O bond length in bulk amorphous silica is 1.615 Å, the average O-Si-O angle is 109.2°, and the average Si-O-Si angle is 141.8°. The corresponding experimental values for vitreous silica are 1.617 Å, 108.6°, and 145Ϯ 25°, respectively. 28 However, the mutual orientation of the tetrahedra varies more than in real amorphous silica, which is seen in Fig. 1 as a disagreement between the experimental and simulated pair correlations between 3 and 4 Å. The reason is the steric hindrance caused by the three-body term of the potential function, which is impossible to avoid completely by adjusting the parameters of the potential. 21 The density of the WWW-optimized amorphous silica was 2.1 g / cm 3 , which is lower than the experimental value for vitreous silica of 2.2 g / cm 3 . 28 An environment dependent coefficient that is based on Hartree-Fock calculations is used in the potential to weaken the Si-O bonding depending on the oxidation number of Si atoms. We found that the model becomes unstable when the coefficient is calculated as described in Ref. 21 . Therefore, the calculation is simplified in the present simulations. The changes are described in the Appendix. According to our tests, the changes do not considerably affect the structure of the silica-silicon interface or collision cascade development. However, the environment dependence of the Si-O bond could be modeled in a better way in future versions of the potential.
In this study, we use the SiO 2 / Si͑111͒ interface in order to be able to compare the results to the experimental observations. The silica potential describes the SiO 2 / Si͑001͒ and SiO 2 / Si͑111͒ interface in a way that is consistent with many experimental results. 21, 29, 30 It reproduces correctly x-ray diffraction peaks observed from thermally grown oxide films. 29, 30 Although the SiO 2 / Si͑111͒ interface is not created in the same way as in Refs. 29 and 30, the interface structures are quite similar. The surface energy for the simulated a-SiO 2 surface is 0.104Ϯ 0.004 eV/ Å 2 , and the corresponding experimental value is 0.064 eV/ Å 2 or higher. 31 Therefore, we conclude that both the SiO 2 / Si͑111͒ interface and the a-SiO 2 are reasonably well modeled for the purposes of this study. The surface energy for the simulated a-SiO 2 surface is 0.104Ϯ 0.004 eV/ Å 2 , and the corresponding experimental value is 0.064 eV/ Å 2 or higher. 31 Therefore, we conclude that both the SiO 2 / Si͑111͒ interface and the a-SiO 2 are reasonably well modeled for the purposes of this study.
In the simulations, the silica-silicon structures were bombarded with 1 -120 keV Ar 12 and Ar 43 clusters. The incident angle was 0°in all cases. The impact point on the surface, as well as the spatial orientation of the cluster, was varied randomly between the simulation runs. The Ar clusters were created using a Lennard-Jones potential, but only the repulsive potential 22 was used in the Ar-Ar interactions in the bombardment simulations. In spite of the lack of attraction between the cluster atoms, the prepared clusters completely maintained their spatial configurations before they arrived for the surface, because the repulsive potential mainly acts within short ranges. The diameters of spherical Ar 12 and Ar 43 clusters were 0.7 and 1.3 nm, respectively.
Four kinds of cluster bombardment simulation were carried out. Energy deposition during the first 200 fs after impact was studied in the first type of simulations. In these runs, the sizes of the simulation boxes were around 10ϫ 10 ϫ 10 nm 3 , which is large enough to contain the first phases of the cascade formation. Four different target structures were analyzed: c-Si covered with an a-SiO 2 layer, a-SiO 2 , a-Si, and c-Si. In the second type of simulations, the central hillock formation at low cluster energies for the a-SiO 2 / a-Si target was simulated for 20 ps using 19ϫ 20ϫ 21 and 30 ϫ 32ϫ 21 nm 3 boxes, depending on the cluster energy. In the third type of simulations, the rim formation was studied in the a-SiO 2 / a-Si target, when the box size was 61ϫ 62 ϫ 31 nm 3 containing 5.9ϫ 10 6 atoms. The simulations were followed up to 20 ps. Longer test runs with or without annealing showed that no structural changes that could affect the results occurred after 20 ps. Each of these large-scale simulations required 5000-6000 CPU hours, which limited the number of simulations to one run at each impact energy. In addition, test runs with even larger simulation cell ͑100 ϫ 100ϫ 43 nm 3 , 23 million atoms͒ verified that the boundaries of the smaller simulation boxes ͑61ϫ 62ϫ 31 nm 3 ͒ introduced no artificial surface topography changes. Rim formation on a-Si targets was studied in the fourth series of simulations where the target was a 39ϫ 39ϫ 32 nm 3 amorphous silicon structure containing 2.5ϫ 10 6 atoms. The sizes of rectangular simulation boxes were chosen to be large enough to include whole collision cascades and to prevent boundary effects from distorting the cascades. Shock waves can affect the results, if they bounce back from the boundaries of the simulation cell or come back through the periodic boundaries. The techniques used in this work are described in Ref. 17 . In addition to the normal shock waves induced by the impacts, the displacements in the silica layer reach an area whose diameter is more than 20 nm. The simulation cell used in the large-scale runs becomes too small, and artificial boundary effects appear when the Ar 12 cluster energy is more than 60 keV/cluster. Therefore, the analysis of outer rims is done at 60 keV/cluster or lower energies.
There is evidence that the real oxide layers have slightly different structures depending on the mechanism that created the layer. For example, some thermal oxide layers are not randomly oriented but reflect the crystal orientation of the supporting crystal, whereas deposited oxides have a different structure. 32 In general, the order in the target affects channeling probabilities and direction of the cluster atoms, but small variations in the structure of the silica-silicon interface are not likely to change the overall mechanisms of cluster stopping. The Si͑111͒ surface is chosen as the supporting structure since it is used in the experiments. The probability of cluster atom channeling is smaller in Si͑111͒ than in Si͑100͒ under the normal angle of incidence; thus, the results in the a-SiO 2 / Si͑100͒ structure may be different than obtained in this study for the a-SiO 2 / Si͑111͒ system.
IV. RESULTS

A. Experimental observation of craters and hillocks
In earlier experiments on Ar n + cluster ion implantation ͑n from 11 to 55͒ with energies of 3 -18 keV/cluster into Si͑111͒ covered with a native oxide layer, the formation of simple craters, hillocks, and complex craters ͑craters containing a centrally positioned hillock͒ was found. 4 AFM image of the surface area with complex and simple craters is shown in Fig. 2 . The hillock heights were found to decrease from 2.5 to 0.5 nm with an increase in the implantation energy from 3 to 18 keV/cluster, and the basal hillock diameters do not depend on the energy varying between 10 and 20 nm. 5 Although the height precision of the AFM measurements is typically ഛ0.2 nm, the lateral dimensions are imaged with distortion due to the finite curvature of the tip. The rim-to-rim diameter of the simple craters was found to be 10-15 nm, whereas the rim-to-rim diameters of the complex craters were found to be larger, 30-50 nm. 5 In the current experiments, the implantation of 3 keV Ar 16Ϯ3 + cluster ions into nonsputtered silicon leads to the formation of similar surface defects as those found earlier on the implantation of 3 keV Ar 12 + and Ar 22 + cluster ions, i.e., predominantly complex craters and hillocks with the heights of 2 -3 nm. However, when the sample was sputtered and then implanted by Ar clusters under the same conditions, neither craters nor hillocks were found using AFM. One of the possible reasons is radiation damage of a thin surface layer of Si by the high-fluence Ar + ion beam used for the sputtering. According to SRIM-2003 ͑Ref. 24͒ simulations, the thickness of the damaged layer can be 2 -3 nm, which is comparable with the simulated projected ranges of the cluster constituents. We expect that the layer is highly damaged containing vacancy complexes. 36 Therefore, the energy dissipation mechanism can be rather different from the mechanism in amorphous but compact material, and the AFM results are not comparable to simulated results in this case.
To eliminate the effect of radiation damage originated by the sputtering, the samples for the next series of cluster implantations were annealed in situ after sputtering at a temperature of 550°C for 15 min. The annealing was done by resistive heating of the sample carrier. This annealing should lead to the recrystallization of the damaged layer. 37 Both nonsputtered and sputtered plus annealed samples were implanted by 15 keV Ar 43Ϯ3 + cluster ions. On the nonsputtered samples, both complex and simple craters were found, similar to the case of 15 keV Ar 54 + cluster ion implantation reported earlier. 5 Additionally, plateaulike protrusions with basal diameters of around 50 nm and heights of 1.5-2.0 nm were observed. Some of the protrusions have a centrally positioned hillock increasing the total height up to 3 nm as shown in Fig. 3 . However, on the sputtered and annealed sample, predominantly hillocks ͑without surrounding rim͒ with heights of 1.5-2.0 nm and basal diameters of 15-20 nm were observed ͑Fig. 4͒. The total ratio of the complex craters or plateaulike protrusions to simple hillocks is decreased to less than 10%. For the sample with the oxide layer, the complex structures are dominant, and their ratio is 60%-70% compared to simple hillocks. This result shows that the complex structures are more common when the native oxide layer is present.
B. Simulated craters and hillocks
In the simulations, the mechanism of crater formation in silica-silicon substrates is, in principle, similar to the mechanism found in simpler structures such as fcc metals. The mechanism is discussed in detail in Refs. 38 and 39; thus, we summarize it here only briefly. The energy deposited from the cluster atoms in collisions with the target atoms in the 2 -4 nm surface layer melts the amorphous silica layer and, depending on the energy, the topmost layers of crystalline silicon. The rapid melting induces a pressure outward from the cluster track, and a cascade of displaced atoms expands laterally. Meanwhile, a crater is opened at the surface. The most energetic atoms sputter out of the crater, whereas atoms that have lower energies form the rim around the crater. At low cluster energies, the craters are narrow and their form is irregular. In some cases, no crater is visible but only a hillock appears on the surface. As the energy increases, craters become wider and deeper, which is typical in cluster impacts. 12, 39 The height of the rim in the simulations also increases with cluster impact energy. The qualitative differences in crater formation between the different target materials are discussed in Ref. 40 . Figure 5 shows the average MD simulated surface profiles at different energies after 1 -6 keV Ar 12 impact on the silicasilicon substrate. The profiles are calculated using a procedure that emulates an AFM tip approaching the surface. In this procedure, the target surface is detected when the spherical surface of the tip that is approaching the target touches a target atom for the first time. The point where this occurs is not necessarily the lowest point of the spherical tip surface. Thus, the resulting profile depends on the radius of the tip. As can be seen in Fig. 5 , the very sharp crater and rim shapes near the impact point appear as a hillock when the radius of the emulated tip corresponds to radius of a typical experimental AFM tip ͑tip convolution effect͒. Because the rim is not symmetric, the profile varies also depending on the direction of measurement across the crater. When calculated emulating a 2 nm tip, the apparent hillocks induced by Ar 12 clusters are 5 -10 nm wide and 0.3-1.0 nm high at energies of 1 -15 keV/cluster. The width is rather consistent with the experimentally determined hillock diameters, considering the tip convolution effect. However, the experimentally measured hillocks are approximately three times higher than the hillocks seen in the simulations. A possible explanation for this discrepancy is discussed in Sec. V.
We conclude that the simulations can reproduce the simple crater forms observed in the silica-silicon targets. We can also suggest that some of the observed hillocks could represent the rims of narrow craters for which the crater opening could not be resolved by the AFM technique. However, the outer rim-to-rim diameters of the complex craters seen experimentally are found to be 30-50 nm at 1 -18 keV/cluster. 5 Thus, their size is considerably larger than the diameter of the displacement cascades induced by cluster impact in the simulations, even when the cluster energy is 60 keV. Such large rim structures or plateaulike structures are not found in the simulations or our earlier studies of craters on fcc metals and on pure silicon structures. 38, 39 C. Cluster stopping and energy deposition Three main phases of the energy deposition can be identified. In the first phase, which lasts no longer than 200 fs, the cluster atoms collide with the target atoms. The primary knock-on atoms may gain high kinetic energies and momenta. The cluster atoms transfer their energy also to the bonding electrons of the target, but this electronic stopping mechanism is weak compared to the atomic collisions at the energies simulated in the present study. 24 In the simulations, the electronic stopping decreases the kinetic energy of the moving atoms but is not further considered in the simulation model. In the second phase, the knock-on atoms transfer some of their energy to other target atoms and, if the energy is high enough, a continuous region of displaced atoms is formed. The displacement cascade is the main cause for the formation of craters and hillocks, as described in the previous section. The rim formation and sputtering lasts 5 -10 ps. In the third phase, the system cools to ambient temperature and the structures change their form and may even disappear. After 20 ps, no further changes in morphology were seen in the simulations. In addition to these three phases of displacement cascade development, there is a post-impact phase when the structures are subject to oxidation due to exposure to ambient atmosphere. The morphology of the crater region may be influenced by this. The oxidation is not simulated in this work. Figure 6 shows how the energy is transferred from Ar 12 clusters to different targets at different cluster impact energies. The clusters that have energies equal or less than 6 keV deposit almost all their energy in the 2 nm thick surface layer regardless of the layer type. Thus, the vertical energy distribution immediately after the cluster has stopped is very similar regardless of the target type at these energies, and the resulting displacement cascades are located near the surfaces. The differences in cluster stopping become apparent only when the cluster energy is higher than 15 keV/cluster. The more energetic clusters penetrate deeper into the target, especially in c-Si, where the cluster atoms can channel through the substrate. Amorphous silica stops the high-energy clusters more effectively than amorphous silicon, although the O atoms present in silica stop the Ar atoms less than Si atoms in binary collisions due to their smaller mass and nuclear charge. Because the simulated cluster stopping is different between a-Si and a-SiO 2 only at the high energies, we believe that the difference is due to the mechanisms which the energetic cluster atoms coherently penetrate into the substrate.
The amorphous silica layer captures a significant portion of the cluster energy before the cluster atoms enter the c-Si. Thus, the silica layer protects the crystalline silicon wafer very effectively. However, the stopping effect of the a-SiO 2 is not so strong. ͑Note that the y axis is logarithmic in Fig.  6 .͒ As discussed in Sec. III, the silica-silicon interface affects the structure of the oxide layer; thus, it has a slightly different atomic structure than the bulk oxide substrate. The two leftmost frames in Fig. 6 show that the a-SiO 2 / c-Si system effectively stops the cluster more than the pure a-SiO 2 at energies higher than 6 keV/cluster. Although the cluster has to penetrate a 2 nm silica surface layer in both cases, the cluster loses more energy in this layer in the a-SiO 2 / c-Si system than in the pure a-SiO 2 target. Because the difference is apparent only at the high energies, we conclude that it is related to the probability of strong head-on collisions between cluster and target atoms, similar to simulations of gold targets that show that the number of single strong collisions increases with the cluster energy. 39 Figure 7 shows that some atoms can travel considerably long distances between subsequent strong collisions also in the amorphous silica, although the mean free path of an atom in an amorphous substrate is much shorter than in crystals where channeling occurs. The strong collisions are more probable at the silica-silicon interface than in bulk amorphous silica. Although the interface is quite sharp, its effect reaches over some distance to the silica layer, and therefore the collision probability is already higher in the silica layer before the cluster atoms cross the interface.
In Fig. 7 , some atoms are seen to depart from the main bundle already in the surface layer. This phenomenon is slightly stronger in the a-SiO 2 / c-Si system, where more tracks are bent in the oxide layer than in the corresponding layer in the pure silica system. This confirms the conclusion that the silica layer stops some of the cluster atoms effectively. The strong collisions in the silica layer and at the silica-silicon interface change the direction of the cluster atoms, and a larger lateral momentum is induced in the target than in the pure silica substrate. In both cases, the cluster atoms prefer certain routes because the medium range structures of the amorphous substrates provide routes which are more open for atom movement than some alternative routes. At energies less than 15 keV, most of the cluster atoms stop in the surface layer regardless of the target type. At 120 keV, the cluster atoms have almost rectilinear trajectories through the silica layer.
The energy is transferred from the cluster atoms to the substrate during the first 200 fs after the collision. As a consequence, an expanding collision cascade is formed, where the primary knock-on atoms transfer their energy further to the secondary and tertiary knock-on atoms. The form of the cascade and its momentum distribution depends on the primary knock-on atom distribution determined by collision sequences of the cluster atoms as well as on the structure of the target. The primary knock-on atoms are induced along the tracks of the cluster atoms; thus, the primary atom distribution is similar to the bundles shown in Fig. 7 . However, the initial energies and momenta of the primary knock-on atoms vary along the tracks, and the collision cascade expands mainly in the directions where the largest total momentum is induced. The coherent movement of knock-on atoms also induces the displacement cascade, if the moving atoms are near enough to each other and their kinetic energy is high enough to destroy or melt the target structure. The final result of the displacement cascade is a crater; if the displaced atoms escape to vacuum, or a structurally changed region like the amorphous region typically surrounding the craters in c-Si. In the last phase of the collision cascade expansion, the outward momentum is not strong enough to destroy the substrate structure but only compresses the structure around the melted region and usually induces also an outward pressure wave. The response of the substrate to the compression and pressure wave outside the crater region is almost elastic, and the structure recovers after the compression. However, structural changes may occur depending on the substrate species. Amorphous silica consists of rigid SiO 4 tetrahedra that can move easily relative to each other easily. Therefore, the average silica structure may remain unchanged during the compression phase, although the mutual orientations and positions of the tetrahedra are changed.
Because in this study we are mostly interested in the possible structural changes outside the main crater region, and since the location of these changes presumably depends on the field of atomic momenta induced in the substrate, we calculated the lateral momentum distributions in the various substrates at 200 fs when the energy and momenta of the cluster atoms are transferred to the substrate and the collision cascade is starting to expand ͑Fig. 8͒. The structural changes induced by the expansion are more probable in the directions where the outward lateral momentum is large. Figure 8 shows the differences between momenta induced in the substrates. The expansion of the collision cascade at 200 fs clearly depends on the substrate. The largest lateral momentum is induced in the a-SiO 2 / c-Si system. Especially at energies higher than 15 keV/cluster, the lateral movement in silica-silicon interface is strong compared to the movement at the a-SiO 2 at the same depth. This is a consequence of strong collisions in the silica layer that stop the cluster atoms effectively and also bend trajectories of the cluster atoms toward lateral directions. Because of this bending, the cluster atoms enter the c-Si layer at various angles and the induced lateral momentum in the c-Si layer is larger than in the pure c-Si.
The second largest lateral momentum is induced in the a-Si substrate. Ar atoms are stopped in a-SiO 2 less effectively than in a-Si, because the oxygen atoms are lighter than silicon atoms, and less lateral momentum is deposited in the surface layers of a-SiO 2 . However, at 120 keV/cluster, the lateral momentum in a-SiO 2 is larger, which indicates that the collision mechanisms are different at high energies. The analysis of this phenomenon is beyond the scope of this paper.
The effect of channeling is clearly shown in the case of c-Si ͑Fig. 8͒. At energies higher than 15 keV, the lateral velocity in the surface layers decreases with energy, indicating that the displacement cascade becomes narrower and deeper. A consequence is that the craters become smaller, and the sputtering yields decrease with increasing energy, as is shown in Refs. 38 and 39. A similar but weaker penetration effect is observed also in a-Si. 41 The reason for this is not channeling, but the clearing-the-way effect 42, 43 due to the collective motion of the cluster atoms. In the a-SiO 2 / c-Si system, neither the channeling nor clearing-the-way effect was seen. Instead, a strong lateral momentum is induced also in the c-Si layers beneath the silica layer. This momentum also forces the silica layer to move outward from the impact point, which is discussed in Sec. IV D. Figure 9 shows that more energy is deposited in the silica layer when the cluster nuclearity ͑number of atoms͒ increases from N =12 to N = 32 and the kinetic energy of the cluster E kin is constant. In other words, the range of the cluster atoms is shorter. Because the momentum of a cluster atom is p = ͱ 2mE kin / N, the momentum of the Ar 32 atoms is less than the momentum of atoms of Ar 12 . Thus, the result 12 cluster as a function of depth. The lateral momentum of an atom is the component of its total momentum in the plane parallel to the surface and to the direction pointing outward from origo ͑positive values͒ or toward origo ͑negative values͒. Physically, the sum of atomic lateral momenta describes how strong the coherent outward movement of atoms in a particular layer is, in other words, how strong is the expansion of the collision cascade after the cluster atoms have deposited their energy.
shown in Fig. 9 indicates that the range of cluster atoms in the silica-silicon substrate depends on their momentum. This happens because the cluster atoms collide with the target atoms rather independently of others during the primary collision phase, although the atoms are quite near each other and the interatomic potential used in this work describes also three-body interactions in addition to the pair interactions. The same phenomenon is found in simulations of Ar cluster collisions on a-Si ͑Ref. 41͒ and in simulations of highenergy Au cluster collisions in Au. 39 It was also experimentally shown on Ag cluster implantation into graphite.
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D. Changes of surface morphology
In spite of the relatively large lateral momentum induced in the silica layer, no large and clear permanent modifications, such as outer rims or plateaulike structures, could be seen in the simulated surface profile of the a-SiO 2 / c-Si system surrounding the primary crater rim. However, there is a transient displacement of surface atoms relative to their initial positions, which may induce changes in surface topography. Next, we discuss this displacement of atoms during the collision cascade development.
The course of events is seen in Fig. 10 . The surface layer first moves outward from the impact point due to the lateral momentum induced in the substrate and then back until a stable state is reached around 20 ps. A small ͑Ͻ3 Å͒ average outward displacement occurs first and is followed by an average inward displacement. On the atomic level, the displacement field is, however, not uniform. The amorphous silica structure consists of quite rigid tetrahedra which can move relative to each other. This causes nonuniform radial displacements when the structure is pushed away from the impact point. Most of these changes of positions and heights are small, 1 -5 Å. The formation of the circular displacement is seen in simulations of 100ϫ 100 nm 2 surfaces; therefore, it is very unlikely that the phenomenon would be a consequence of the boundaries of the simulation box. At lower energies, only very small displacements on the surface are found.
The c-Si layer, which responds elastically to the impact, moves first down and then bounces up due to the impact ͑Fig. 10͒. This vertical movement may strengthen the hillock formation and sputtering. In addition to vertical movement, the atoms are pushed away from the center because of the lateral momentum induced in the silica layer and also because momentum is induced in the c-Si atoms below the silica layer at high energies. The depth of the displacement cascade increases with increasing cluster energy, and at high energies, the cascade reaches the c-Si layer. As shown in Fig.  6 , a larger proportion of the impact energy is deposited in the c-Si layer when the impact energy is high, and also the lateral momentum increases with the impact energy ͑Fig. 8͒. Therefore, we conclude that the lateral movement of the underlying c-Si atoms is the main reason for the displacement of the oxide layer.
The transient displacement of the surface layer occurs also in the a-SiO 2 and the a-Si targets ͑Fig. 11͒. In a-Si, the displacement is smaller than in the oxide coated system, the surface is finally displaced toward the crater, and peaks are not observed. In a-SiO 2 , the displacement is similar to the displacement in the oxide coated system but smaller. In all cases, the displacement frontiers propagate approximately to 8 nm/ ps. The displacements become larger when the cluster energy increases as shown in Fig. 12 . In summary, the transient displacements are stronger and the modifications are more probable in the area surrounding the central crater or hillock if the oxide layer is present.
E. Oxide layer structure
The structure of the oxide layer plays an important role in the impact process. First, it stops the clusters, effectively protecting the c-Si substrate and bending the cluster atom trajectories so that the channeling in c-Si decreases. Second, peaks are induced on the oxide. Next, we discuss the oxide layer structure that leads to these two phenomena.
During the outward and inward movement of the silica layer, some peaks that are as high as the crater rim are formed on the surface because small regions of the silica layer move relative to each other. Figure 13 shows the top and side views of a 60 keV/cluster event. Emulating a 2 nm AFM tip, the peaks appear rather wide, but the forest of peaks is not dense enough to appear as a uniform plateau similar to that shown Fig. 4 . Approximately ten times more peaks would be needed to form a plateaulike structure. Peaks appear systematically on oxide surfaces in all simulation runs, and the number of peaks increases with the cluster energy. The location of peaks seems to be random within the area where the displacement of the silica layer occurs. A full statistical analysis of the number and location of peaks at different energies is not possible in practice at the moment because of the huge amount of computing time it requires. Figure 14 shows that the oxide layer consists of tetrahedral silica structures and the interface to the c-Si substrate is abrupt. Because the interface is relaxed in MD, it is not optimized to its lowest energy minimum. Compared to the optimized SiO 2 / Si͑001͒ interface, 45 more coordination defects can be seen. The interface induces strain in the Si layers below the interface and in the oxide layer ͑Fig. 15͒. The extra energy due to the strain and incomplete coordination is the difference ⌬E between the potential energies of the interface structure and corresponding separate WWWoptimized a-SiO 2 and c-Si structures relaxed with the same interatomic potential. The largest contribution to this strain energy comes from the 2 nm thick layer around the abrupt interface. In this layer, the extra energy is 2.3 J / m 2 . The total strain energy, including the contributions of the c-Si substrate and the whole oxide layer, is 4.4 J / m 2 . Compared to the ideal amorphous silica, the number density is about the same in the middle of the oxide layer but lower near the interface. The O-Si bonds are 0.01 Å longer on average at the vicinity of the interface than near the surface. However, the number density of Si decreases gradually over the interface from its c-Si value to its value in bulk a-SiO 2 . Thus, the Si content of the oxide layer is higher than in bulk a-SiO 2 , which increases stopping power. The stress around the SiO 2 / Si͑111͒ interface is studied also in Ref. 46 using the same silica potential that is used in this study. In that work, it was found that the pressure induced by the interface is very small in the Si bulk but reaches over 2 nm to the silica side and is 10-17 GPa. This result is consistent with our findings. In conclusion, the higher stopping power compared to bulk a-SiO 2 that was discussed in Sec. IV C is due to the strain and the distorted Si atom configuration at the interface.
The formation of peaks on the surface during the impact is discussed in Sec. IV D. Figure 16 shows two typical peak structures. Similar structures exist on the surface also before the impact, but some of them grow during the displacement phase, or new peaks appear. The origin of peaks is the local compression of the silica structure. The SiO 4 tetrahedra can move easily relative to each other; therefore, the tetrahedra can pile up at some locations during the displacement phase. Thus, the peaks are formed randomly in the displaced region. Larger displacements induce more peaks, which is seen in the simulations. Incomplete tetrahedra and Si-Si bonds can sometimes be found in peaks.
In a-Si, atoms are the basic building blocks and no larger rigid structures are available for peak formation. The simulated craters induced by 6 keV Ar 43 impact on an a-Si target without the silica layer are very uniform and do not have outer rims or peaks around them ͑Fig. 17͒. The lateral forces are more uniform because there are not two elastically different layers present as in the a-SiO 2 / c-Si system. Small lateral displacements similar to those found in silica were not observed in the simulations, because the a-Si does not have similar medium range order as found in silica. The results confirm that the effects of cluster impact in the surroundings of the impact point are different in a-Si and a-SiO 2 , although in both cases the effect of the impact reaches over a wider area than the central crater and/or hillock area.
V. DISCUSSION
The diameters of central hillock areas can be considered to be the same in the simulations and in the experiments when the AFM tip convolution effect is taken into account. The central hillock is a typical crater form, which may include a narrow crater not seen with AFM, or the crater may have disappeared from the experimental samples during the oxidation process after the sample was moved from the UHV conditions to the ambient atmosphere for the AFM measurement.
However, the heights of the hillocks are lower than in the experiments. The most probable reason for this is again the post-impact oxidation. Figure 10 shows that inside the crater, the silica layer is sputtered and a pure silicon surface is unmasked. Eventually, the oxidation process will produce a new silica layer in the bottom of the crater. Because this layer will develop also at the basement of the rims, it raises the rims up. In addition, the rims themselves contain extra silicon, which will react with the ambient oxygen and the volume of the rims may increase further. Allen et al. claim that the oxidation process forms a hillock over the crater and the height of the hillock could be 5 nm. 9 In addition to differences between the experimental and simulated heights, there is another inconsistency between the experiments and simulations, which is not easy to explain by considering the properties of the potential and post-impact oxidation. The hillocks grow bigger with impact energy in the simulations, whereas the measured hillocks become lower with impact energy. 5 Usually, the size of the crater and rims begins to decrease when the clusters have enough energy to penetrate deeper inside the target, which happens at considerably higher energies than applied in the present simulations. 12, 38, 39 A possible explanation for the relatively deep penetration at these rather low energies is that the silica layer may contain voids or the density of the silicon substrate varies. At the moment, we are not able to confirm this. The effect of target preparation on the experimental results is discussed in Sec. IV A.
The AFM measurements show that a plateaulike structure around the central hillock exists more often in targets that support a native oxide layer than in targets without the layer. The high frequency of complex craters in oxide coated silicon can be indirectly related to the larger lateral momentum ͑Fig. 6͒ induced in the silica compared to the momentum induced in a-Si. Due to the larger lateral momentum, the displacements are stronger and changes in the surface layer are more probable in oxide than in a-Si ͑Figs. 10 and 11͒. However, the exact formation mechanism of the plateaulike regions ͑Fig. 4͒ is still unclear.
If we assume that the plateaus are of mechanical origin, and not the result of some electrical phenomenon that cannot be simulated with the classical molecular dynamics, the distribution of momentum during the impact and relaxation of the structure after impact is the most probable reason for their occurrence. According to the simulation, the displacement effect is clear when the cluster has enough energy to produce a cascade that reaches below the silica layer. Thus, the impact can affect the surface structure over a considerably larger area than the central crater area. If the structure contains voids or the density of the oxide layer is homogeneous, the changes may be larger. It is then possible that partial rims or plateaulike structures appear.
The differences between induced momentum distributions in different substrates indicate that topographical changes on the surface depend also on the thickness of the silica layer. If the lateral displacement of the silica and c-Si layers is the main reason behind the formation of the complex forms, the particular form that an impact produces depends on whether or not both layers are simultaneously affected. In other words, the effect is different if the displacement cascade reaches through the silica layer, which depends on the thickness of the layer and on the cluster energy. In addition, if the underlying layer is not a perfect c-Si structure, less energy is carried away by the elastic waves and the surface modifications may be stronger. A large number of simulations would be needed to verify the average surface modification probabilities for different thicknesses of silica layers and for different defect configurations in the underlying c-Si layer. Such a comprehensive study is not possible at the moment.
Next, we exclude two other mechanisms, melting of the structure and conduction of energy by electrons, that induce structural changes but are not a possible reason for the formation of plateaulike structures in this case. The total destruction of the bonding in a homogeneous oxide layer is not an explanation for the 30-60 nm outer rims or plateaulike structures observed in the AFM measurements, because the cluster energies are not high enough to destroy areas as large as those enclosed by the outer rims. Here, the comparison of the cluster-surface energetic interaction with short-pulse laser irradiation is relevant. The threshold fluence for destruction of the native oxide layer by an ultrashort laser pulse is 0.256 keV/ nm 2 . 47 If we suppose that the energy of a cluster is uniformly deposited on the oxide surface, the diameter of the damaged area is 5.5 nm at 6 keV/cluster and 17.3 nm at 60 keV/cluster. The experimental outer rim diameter for the impact of 6 keV Ar 12 cluster is 35Ϯ 5 nm. 5 In addition, a 60 keV cluster penetrates deeper in the target, only a portion of the energy will be released in the oxide layer, and the outer diameter of the simulated crater area is less than 10 nm ͑Fig. 10͒.
The second excluded mechanism for topographical changes is the energy diffusion by electrons from the impact region to the surroundings. This mechanism is studied in laser ablation experiments, where uniform plateaulike structures are also observed. There are several damage mechanisms with different threshold fluences that produce the complex laser ablation craters. [47] [48] [49] Among these mechanisms are the melting of the supporting c-Si layer and the diffusion of energy by conduction band electrons in silica. 49 However, these mechanisms affect the area of initial energy deposition, and the rims observed in laser ablation studies follow the fluence contours of the incident laser pulse. 48 Because the energies in cluster bombardment are considerably smaller and the energy is deposited in a very small region within the rim structure, it is not probable that these mechanisms would cause the outer rim, which is much larger that the initial energy deposition area. ͑The size of the affected region in laser ablation experiments is more than 10 m wide, while the cluster impacts affect areas that have diameter typically less than 0.1 m.͒ In addition, there are two mechanisms which are not probable reasons for the plateaulike structures. Metal clusters fragment after they have sputtered and part of their atoms deposit back on the surface. 38, 50, 51 However, no large clusters were sputtered in the simulations and the crater is not large enough to provide the material needed to form plateau with diameters of 30-60 nm. During the displacement, some cracks may appear in the silica layer. Then, the ambient oxygen could react with unveiled silicon atoms in the silica layer and the layer becomes thicker. No cracks were observed in the simulations. ͑Cracks appear in quartz in impact simulations.͒
The interatomic potentials used in the simulation always affect the results. Especially in impact simulations, some quantities are more sensitive to the choice of potential than others. For example, in c-Si, rim forms and heights depend on potential. 12 Therefore, it is possible that the details of the interatomic potential used in the calculations affect the peak formation and hillock height. The peaks and hillocks are consequences of changes in mutual positions of SiO 4 tetrahedra; thus, their height depends on how the angular dependence of Si-O-Si bonding is described in the potential. The potential used in this study describes the angular dependence in the same way as the well-tested Stillinger-Weber potential for Si ͑Appendix͒. However, the mathematical model is more complicated. In spite of this critical remark, we believe that the current silica potential describes the interactions quite well and no major artificial effects occur in the simulations.
In summary, the diameter of the effected area, where inelastic modifications are possible, is around 50 nm in the amorphous substrates simulated in this study. It is considerably more than the typical collision cascade or crater diameters. Permanent surface modifications are possible within this area, as we have shown. These modifications can be called long-range effects when compared to crater and hillock dimensions. Although the long-range effects are weak, they may effect how the smoothening of the surface or pattern formation on the surface occurs during cluster bombardment. They may also induce changes in density. For example, Brongersma et al. 52 have observed an overall densification and stress relaxation in silica films under MeV range Xe ion bombardment. This can be explained by a thermal spike model, where it is assumed that every impact melts a surface region, and the melted regions induce a macroscopic deformation when the substrate is a subject of irradiation for a sufficiently long time. 53, 54 However, a typical cross section of a melted region is only 20 nm 2 . 52 We have shown that even at lower impact energies, a cluster impact can induce changes over considerably larger surface regions. Whether or not these weak long-range effects induce permanent modifications on surfaces at medium or high cluster fluences is an open question. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have measured with AFM the complex crater structures induced in native oxide covered Si͑111͒. The structures induced by cluster impact are different on the targets covered with a native oxide layer than on the pure silicon structures. In addition, the coexistence of complex ͑with hillocks͒ and simple craters on the same surface is verified in the AFM measurements.
To study the crater formation, we simulated Ar cluster impacts on four substrates: c-Si lattice covered with 2 nm oxide layer, pure a-Si, pure a-SiO 2 , and c-Si substrates. The results show differences in energy and momentum deposition, which indicate that the crater structures and probabilities of surface modification around the crater are different in these substrates. In particular, relatively large lateral momentum is induced in the silica layer, which is a possible reason for the complex crater forms observed experimentally, if the substrate is not homogeneous or contains voids.
However, the complex crater forms are not directly seen in the simulations. Contrary to the experiments, the simulations show that the craters produced on cluster impact are very uniform and they are almost the same size. The most probable explanation for these disagreements is that the homogeneous and pure substrate structures in the simulations are not completely comparable to the real substrates used in the experiments. We have also shown that some alternative explanations, such as destruction of bonds in the silica layer or energy diffusion by electrons, cannot explain complex crater forms.
On the other hand, simple hillocks that have the same diameter as the measured hillocks are observed in the simulations, which indicates that the formation of surface modifications is in some cases well reproduced by classical molecular dynamics. Moreover, our results show that rims of the simple craters with narrow openings can be imaged as hillocks due to the AFM tip convolution. The difference in height of the simulated and the experimentally measured hillocks is most probably caused by the oxidation of the damaged areas after the exposure of the samples to the ambient atmosphere prior to the AFM measurements. The growth of a thin oxide layer can increase the height of the surface features.
The results of this study demonstrate that the effects of cluster impact are quite complex in reality, and molecular The length unit is the same as in the Stillinger-Weber potential = 2.0951 Å. The three-body term is f 3 ͑i, j,k͒ = ⌳ 1 ͑i, j,k͒⌰ 1 ͑ jik ͒ + ⌳ 2 ͑i, j,k͒⌰ 2 ͑ jik ͒, ͑A3͒
⌳ n ͑i, j,k͒ = n,jik exp ͫ ␥ n,jik ij r ij − a n,jik ij + ␥ n,jik ij r ij − a n,jik ik ͬ , ͑A4͒
⌰ n ͑i, j,k͒ = ͑cos jik − cos n,jik 0 ͒ 2 + ␣ n,jik ͑cos jik − cos n,jik 0 ͒ 3 , ͑A5͒
n,jik = n,jik ͕1 + n,jik exp͓− n,jik ͑z − z n,jik 0 ͒ 2 ͔͖. ͑A6͒
The bond softening function g͑i , j͒ controls the two-body term in the silica potential according to the coordination numbers of atoms i and j. The following function is effective only for Si-O pairs: 
